THE FURTHER PROGRAM
OF SECOND RAVNO SELO FILM FESTIVAL
23-25 JUNE 2018
Saturday,
23rd of June, 2018
13h – 15h A projection of short highschool movies by "Filmic" movie review
guest: Professor Slobodan Popov
20h - 23h Opening ceremony
A concert of film music performed by famous Serbian actors
Film ICE (RUS) 113 min.
23h

Opening party: Rio cover bend

Sunday,
24th of June, 2018
13h - 15h Program of short youth films:
Projection Looking China's 6 short documentaries
guest: Professor Jun Luo
16h - 17h A film lecture by the guest of honor, the producer Zoran Janković
on the subject of producing TV series and films.
21h
Film ISKRA (MNE) 81 min.
23h

Film EDERLEZI RISING (SRB) 85 min.

24h

DJ party

Monday,
25th of June, 2018
13h - 15h Program of short youth films:
A projection of FDU’s 6 short movies
guests: students of FDU
16h - 17h Film lectures:
A lecture by producer and distributor, president of Jury, Daniel Birman Ripstein
on the subject of film distribution
20h - 24h Closing and awards ceremony
Film BEYOND THE EDGE (RUS) 101 min.
Film GOLDEN FIVE (MK) 83 min.
24h

Closing party
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The Youth Short Film program will be showing feature films and documentaries. The host of this program will be
the Faculty of Dramatic Arts od Belgrade ( FDU ). The guests of this year’s program will be Filmic, a review
of school film and the project Looking China with its representative, professor Jun Luo.
Saturday,
23rd of June, 2018
The school film review – Filmic,
which is being organized by the Center for development and application of science, technology and IT ( CNTI )
from Novi Sad, will be showing 12 works by authors who are participants of this year’s program of the Film Workshop.
Sunday,
24th of June, 2018
The films of project LOOKING CHINA
will be documentaries about Chinese culture and their way of life, as shot by students from all over the world.
The guest presenter of the project will be professor Jun Luo.
1. Still city 8' - Ana Zugic
2. Characters 9' - Lenka Jovanovic
3. All that grows 11' - Milena Grujic
4. Watch people 11'- Christian Grobbleaar
5. Portraits of you 12'- Pedro Nishi
6. The horse land 11'- Dmitry Konoplov
Monday,
25th of June, 2018
The films by students of the Faculty of Dramatic Arts of Belgrade
will be short feature films by students of the FTV directing class of FDU who will be guests of the program.
1. Hottest summer days 22' – Masa Sarovic
2. Silence 11' - Jovana Avramovic
3. Hunger 15'- Tamara Todorovic
4. Last call 17' - Milena Grujic
5. Gils 18'- Nikola Zdravkovic
6. 72 48 24 0 21' - Matija Gluscevic
The program of the Film Workshop allows youth to film 3 short films on the subject: "Movie stories roam the village"
during the festival and then premier them during the Official Closing ceremony, during the last evening of the festival.
The best of them will be awarded a trip to one of the film festival in the region.
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A PROGRAM OF FEATURE LENGTH DEBUT FILM
Opening movie

ICE
Director: Oleg Trofim
Country of production: Russia
Year of production: 2018
Duration: 113 min
Synopsis:
Inspired by true events, the Russian film "Ice" is an emotional story about a girl whom love
helped to get up from wheelchairs and becomes the world's champion in skating. From her
early childhood Nadia believed in miracles. She used to imagine getting on ice and skating
her most beautiful dance to the audience's ovation. Nadia's belief and perseverance helped her
become a well-known figure skater. But when her dreams of a glorious victory, good living and
a knight in shining armour were about to come true, her fate gave her a real challenge.
Cast: Aglaya Tarasova, Milos Bikovic, Alexander Petrov, Mariya Aronova, Kseniya Rappoport,
Yan Tsapnik
Date of screening: Saturday, 23rd of June, 2018
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ISKRA

Director: Gojko Berkuljan
Country of production: Montenegro, Serbia
Year of production: 2017
Duration: 81 min
Synopsis:
Peter is retired detective and all he has left is his daughter Iskra. The monotony of his pensioner’s days are
interrupted when Igor, Iskra’s coworker, tells him that she has been missing a couple of days. While working
on an article, she borrowed in a hurry Igor’s car and never came back. The car was eventually found in a
ditch near the narrow and hidden mountain road, but without a trace of Iskra. The proofs showed that someone
could have been with her in the car. The persuit to find Iskra begins and the investigation takes Petar back to
his past.
Cast: Mirko Vlahovic, Mladen Nelevic, Jelena Simic, Aleksandar Gavranic, Dragan Racic,
Miso Obradovic, Irina Dragojevic, Zoran Vujovic, Aleksandar Radulovic, Karmen Bardak,
Jovan Dabovic, Marta Picuric, Slavko Klikovac, Danilo Celebic, Branka Stanic
Date of screening: Sunday, 24th of June, 2018
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EDERLEZI RISING
Director: Lazar Bodroža
Country of production: Serbia
Year of production: 2018
Duration: 85min
Synopsis:
Ederlezi Rising is an exciting science fiction story set in near future about the pioneering space mission
Ederlezi recruits Milutin, a Slav cosmonaut trained in the newly reformed futuristic Soviet Union and
accompanies him with the Nimani, a female android programmed to fulfill whatever Milutin desires.
Bored by an endless succession of different sexual games and preprogrammed behaviors, Milutin decides
to reboot Nimani and make her work only based on custom settings generated from her experiences with
him. That way he turns her into something closest to a person that an android can ever become. However,
upon becoming a person, Nimani gets depressed and destructive. Milutin realizes that Nimani may not only
jeopardize their mission but also lead to selfdestruction.
Cast: Sebastian Cavazza, Stoya, Marusa Majer, Kirsty Besterman
Date of screening: Sunday, 24th of June, 2018.
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Film zatvaranja

BEYOND THE EDGE

Director: Aleksandr Boguslavskiy, Francesco Cinquemani
Country of production: Russia
Year of production: 2018.
Duration: 101 min
Synopsis: Contemporary Moscow. A talented gambler gathers a team of people with supernatural powers
to win big at a casion. But they find a much stronger mystical rival.
Cast: Antonio Banderas, Milos Bikovic, Lyubov Aksyonova
Date of screening: Monday, 25th of June, 2018
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GOLDEN FIVE

Director: Goran Trencovski
Country of production: Macedonia
Year of production: 2016
Duration: 83 min
Synopsis: Maki, Kata and Jiji are loyal friends who believe in their youthful ideals. However, when Maki
and Kata announce their engagement, Jiji becomes jealous. In the period of communist liquidations,
there is an unsolved murder of five students, one of them being Maki. A half century later, Alavantle,
as a witness and a researcher, returns to his homeland with the "Golden Five" dossier.
His secrets and knowledge bring additional tension in Kata’s and Jiji’s married life.
Cast: Slavko Stimac, Jana Stojanovska, Meto Jovanovski, Petre Arsovski, Igor Angelov,
Ljupka Dzundeva
Date of screening: Monday, 25th of June, 2018
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